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Abstract:
In an earlier paper ,was discussed the necessary evolution from smart business networks ,as based on process
need satisfaction and governance, into business genetics [1] based on strategic bonds or decay and
opportunistic complementarities . This paper will describe an approach and diffusion algorithms whereby to
discover the dynamics of emergent smart business network structures and their performance in view of
collaboration patterns over time. Some real life early analyses of dynamics are discussed based on cases and
date from the high tech sector .Lessons learnt from such cases are also given on overall smart network
dynamics with respect to local interaction strategies , as modelled like in business genetics by individual
partner profiles ,goals and constraints . It shows the weakness of static “business operating systems”, as well
as the possibly destabilizing clustering effects amongst nodes linked to filtering , evaluation and own
preferences .

INTRODUCTION
In a smart business network theory , one key attribute of the definitions is “quick connect- quick disconnect
“ which reflects more an intended characteristic than a design result sofar .In the business world reality ,
each node of such a network has different granularities , from project , to business unit , to a joint venture ,
where the nodes are self-organizing while they interact through different classes of business related
exchanges and trades .But both the autonomous nodes and the relationships are evolving dynamically over
time ,as a result of their local and global interactions .The events happening between two or more nodes as a
result of the relationships have different time perspectives as well which altogether blur the notion of “quick
connect-quick disconnect “; these different time perspectives while blended constitute the dynamics of the
smart business network : some are lasting financial or IPR dependencies ,some are medium term business
transaction processes, while finally some are real-time information exchange processes . The autonomy of
the nodes is defined when each node determines its own behaviours rather than a fixed business process, and
when they operate based on local information with no direct influence of any global information . his
assumption of autonomy has to be made as long as a smart business network has not instituted governance
rules, the time validity of which is an open question if there is “quick –quick disconnect “!
This leads to the aims of the present paper: (a) to discover the dynamics of emergent smart business network
structures; this not only involves the topological changes in he network and the activities happening in it, but
also addresses the changes in the nodes behaviours / profiles and possibly network performance (b) to model
such dynamics in view of simulation, forecasting or estimation of parameters to be used in other analysis
methods such as business genetics [1].

RELATED WORK
Research on social networks has been carried out for a long time, and aims primarily on analyzing relative
positions of individual nodes and their corresponding roles and functions, with resulting characterization of
network topology and evolution.In this context, centrality metrics based on the connection degree of any
given node to others in an existing network, have been widely used [5], also in he context of smart business
networks [ 11 ]. Sector specific analyses have been carried out, e.g. about systemic risks in the financial

banking systems by varying he levels of capitalization, interconnectivity degrees ,and sizes of interbank
exposures [2] . Small world high clustering and scale free topologies (where the distribution of connections
follow a power-law distribution) have also been widely researched and popularized [6]; extensions have
been made to transitive linking into an acquaintance network [7] as well as to epidemiological models [4]
[8]. In social dynamic networks, a meta-matrix describes the relations between nodes with probabilistic
attributes or agents are used [9] extending the seminal random graphs of Erdös and Rényi [10].

PROPOSED APPROACH
But such approaches have only captured partial aspects of the dynamics found in smart business networks
.They do not reflect the sequential decomposition or recomposition of tasks , nor the “tiering” effect where
some subgroups in the smart business network have higher probabilities of having relationships [2] and may
also have comparable attributes such as size . It is necessary to address also the autonomous decisions,
different time perspectives, the transaction processes, as well as constraints. The constraints are both time
constraints attached to service execution, as well as resource constraints and minimum benefits. With such
assumptions one can get a better understanding of how the smart business network evolves and could evolve
over time, and on how better performance can be achieved based on certain local interaction strategies.
It is also assumed that all transactions between the nodes have the following steps: filtering, evaluation of
the transaction, transaction fulfillment and propagation, and evolution of the node profile, as described
below. The filtering splits the transaction request into one part which could be fulfilled by the node, and the
remaining tasks .Next, based on its profile and the reward from that part of the transaction , the node will
judge whether to accept the request and propagate the remaining subtasks to its neighbours .If the transaction
request is declined, the relationship between the node and its partner node who sends the request is
downgraded .Once the initial service leading to transactions has been completed in full , there is a reward to
all the nodes who were involved in accomplishing the service ,and he set of relationships are strengthened .
With the above mentioned model, a smart business network performance can be defined as the proportion of
service requests which are finished, by the average relationship degree inside the network, and by average
speed of execution.

SMART BUSINESS NODE PROFILE AND UPDATING
Dynamic node profile
Each node is characterized by a dynamic profile, which includes:
i.-the nodes ability to accomplish various tasks under certain constraints on each; the tasks are characterized
by: quality level, cost, workload, execution speed
ii.-the cumulative rewards p (i, t) earned from past transaction interactions
iii.-degree of cooperation c(i) , which is a slowly changing parameter describing how often the node accepts
partial transaction execution ; it can have a second parametric field to indicate if a high utility, such as profit
margin, is required to accept tasks.
iv.-partnership degree d(i ,j,t) indicates for any pair of nodes the number of service executions both have
been involved in ,adjusted for establishing new partnerships; a strong partnership facilitates future
cooperation and reduces set up costs .
It should be emphasized that ii, and iv. are time- and service flow dependent.
Extend or reduce set of interacting nodes
The nodes with high cumulative rewards from ii. will consume some of these in establishing new
relationships with new nodes in the smart business network. That is, node (i) will add a relationship to node
(j) according e.g. to the following diffusion process:
d( i , j , t+1) = k1 * p(i ,t)
(Eq. 1)
p (i, t+1) = p (i, t) –d (i, j, t)
(Eq. 2)
where 0<k1<1 is a constant, and the above updates must be made, assuming autonomy, only for nodes j not
involved in the current. service execution .If furthermore such nodes have refused to participate in this
current service execution:

d(i , j, t+1)= k2*d(i ,j,t)
(Eq. 3)
where 0<k2<1 is a penalty coefficient .If the partnership degree d(i ,j,t) becomes lower than some threshold ,
the relationship will break .
Task acceptance rules
When receiving a transaction request, any node must not only filter it , but also decide whether not to accept
it .Is assumed an extra cost of cooperation between nodes .His cost is low when the partnership degree is
high ,and inversely he cost will be high if current partnership degree is low .Although the rewards from
fulfilling the filtered tasks may be higher than the sum of the cost of executing these tasks , including
cooperation costs , the node may still not accept the task based on an individual profit margin constraint .
Local selection / interaction strategy
Each node having accepted part of a transaction based on its filtering, it must decide which cooperating node
to send the residual tasks to .Intuitively, the node will select a node with a high cooperative degree and a
high partnership degree between them, that is choose h where (c (h) * d (i, h, t)) is maximum amongst all
nodes not involved yet in the same service execution.

RULES FOR TASK FILTERING AND EVALUATION
Within the framework of the above model, a diversity of modular rules can be considered whereby the task
filtering is carried out subject to applicable constraints, and whereby the rewards are recalculated .They
influence both the list of tasks a node can finish, the costs involved, as well as the rewards level expected
from greedy nodes with low cooperation degree.
Likewise a diversity of modular interaction rules for the selection of the cooperating nodes may be tested.

DISCOVERING THE DYNAMICS OF AN EXISTING SMART BUSINESS
NETWORK EVOLUTION
In this case ,the incoming time dependent processes of service requests and task decompositions at each
node have to be known , like the network topology over time , the constraints of each node and rewards at
each node .On this basis, and given assumed initial values , one can estimate k1, k2 and c(i) (subject to
numerical non under determinism) . Whereas traditional methods would yield centrality, clustering and
connection metrics, this analysis provides the distribution of the cooperation degrees c (i). When real data
are used, normally all service requests are treated as fulfilled (unless data exist for unfilled service requests),
thus the proportion of accomplished services is one.
Even more interesting, one can estimate the degree of smart network stability which is computed based on
the proportion of the changed partnerships of the nodes. Specifically, we define the degree of network
stability as the ratio of the number of node partnerships which have not changed over a certain time interval,
to the number of changed partners, this ratio being again multiplied by the difference in the total number of
partners within the interval; the number of changed partners is itself the sum of the removed partners and the
number of added partners.
In he context of three implementation cases ,the software environment which has been developped, and
which serves to implement the discovery of the smart busines network dynamics , has an interresting
organizational placement in the corporate audit function . The busines units initiating, or involved in,
partnerships , only keep the track records (in BPM, ERP and order management systems) of single or
repeated relationships. The accounting units do not have task fulfillment data .The audit function however
keeps track records over varying relationships across different business units, and has matching data against
both orders received and procuremnt expenses, besides having access to contractual details . .

SIMULATING THE SMART NETWORK DYNAMICS IN VIEW OF SELECTION
OF PARTNER SELECTION RULES

Simulation is not the aim of this paper .However, one should state that the above model can obviously also
be used for a simulation, as many other business process models , if inversely k1 , k2 and the c(i) values are
assumed given ,besides basic smart business network starting configuration and process characteristics . In
that case, alternative rules for filtering and evaluation can be tested to determine the most suitable in view of
a diversity of goals, at either aggregated smart business network level or at the level of a given node. This
simulation approach can with advantage be replaced by business genetics of [1] which add more depth to the
profile updating equations 1-3 by attraction or repulsion processes. When simulation is applied, obviously
the proportion of accomplished services becomes a meaningful network performance indicator.

RESULTS FROM DISCOVERY OF DYNAMICS
From carrying out the dynamics discovery process from three smart network data sets in the high tech area,
and besides specific conclusions, some general lessons can be learnt.
First, dynamic context dependence is very high, meaning that no single node in the case smart business
networks was or could apply the concept of monolithic “business operating system”, envisaged as a time
dependent scheduler with priority levels and fixed task allocation strategies, the design of which was shared
between the nodes but running different scheduling tasks at each of the nodes. Indeed, each business partner
got exposed sooner or later to the cumulated effects of filtering and evaluation by other nodes (even non
directly cooperating). In this sense , the analysis shows that the dynamics are much closer to those in a
communications network governed by signalling network and some business protocols, as conjectured in [10
].
More specifically, k1 and k2 change a lot over time intervals; engagement levels k1 are high in the merging
phase of a smart business network, then disappear to reappear later when some nodes drop out; penalty
levels k2 are low when the smart business network is in an emerging phase as apparently the nodes forgive
each other, but high in a mature phase. Cooperative degrees c(i) move from homogeneous distributions to
islands, as predicted by business genetics , which means that actually different types of “business operating
systems” would have to be considered as operating simultaneously .After long periods of interaction ,the
smart network has high clustering and network stability is dynamically changing over time and with respect
to local interaction strategies
Next, the “quick connect-quick disconnect” effect could not be analyzed precisely as here is latency built
into the diffusion equations 1-3 and no data were available to quantify the node selection delays involved in
the evaluation and selection .The only hypothesis which could be formulated was that total average service
execution times stay higher than the minimum possible, just because those nodes who in sequence could
achieve the minimum service execution time are just not in relationship, or not in good enough relationships
to select each other.
Nodes cluster rather fast as a result of service based interactions , again confirming the dislocation and
merger process into sub-networks revealed by business genetics .Eventually the clustering coefficient
stabilizes in the 0,15-0,20 interval .
The network stability increases with the number of nodes ,and then stabilizes .Also , from d(i ,j,t) values , it
appears that his network stability could be improved in some cases or time intervals, if the selection process
chose partners with high past cumulated rewards , while nodes that cooperate well in past activities may not
provide a satisfying future cooperation ; similar results were found by [2] .
The question remains then about how network stability is in each of the smart network sub networks which
have been clustered as a result of interactions? Are the risks not growing [10]?
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